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Our civilization runs on software. Yet the art of creating it  continues to be a dark mystery, even to the experts, and the greater our  ambitions, the more spectacularly we seem to fail.
  

Big software projects regularly crash and burn--just ask the FBI and the  IRS, the Pentagon and the FAA, or any decent-size corporation. The software  that runs our personal computers is just as trouble prone: The latest version of  Microsoft Windows took years longer than planned, and it will still have  mountains of bugs. Never in history have we depended so completely on a  product that so few know how to make well. 

  

Why is it so hard to bend computers to our will? Is creating a great  program more like building a bridge or making a movie? Why do software  projects display an almost metaphysical capacity for making time come to a  stop? And will there ever be a bug-free program? 

  

To answer such questions, Scott Rosenberg spent three years following a  group of men and women--led by Lotus 1-2-3 creator Mitch Kapor--who are  developing a novel personal information manager named Chandler (as in  Raymond) meant to challenge market-leader Microsoft Outlook with elegant  innovations. Their goal: to build something truly different--an application  versatile enough to allow you to take emails, appointments, and notes and  effortlessly transform one into another, organizing and displaying them as  you please. 

  

The team included legendary programmer Andy Hertzfeld, author of much of  the original Macintosh operating system, and Lou Montulli, the Netscape  cofounder who invented the Web browser "cookie." Chandler's first manager,  Michael Toy, dreamed of speedy releases but found himself stuck in  quicksand; its second, Katie Parlante, resolutely held together a crew of  gifted but stubborn programmers--including John Anderson, a philosophical  coder who frequently found himself chasing elusive bugs down "ratholes,"  and Andi Vajda, a database expert who once hacked open his high school's  minicomputer and found his future inside. 

  

Their story takes us through a maze of dead ends and exhilarating  breakthroughs as they and their colleagues wrestle not only with the  abstraction of code but with the unpredictability of human behavior,  especially their own. Along the way, we encounter black holes, turtles,  snakes, dragons, axe-sharpening, and yak-shaving--and take a guided tour  through the theories and methods, both brilliant and misguided, that litter  the history of software development, from the famous "mythical man-month"  to Extreme Programming. 

  

Not just for technophiles but for anyone captivated by the drama of  invention, Dreaming in Code offers a window into both the information age  and the workings of the human mind.     

       About the Author


   SCOTT ROSENBERG is an award-winning journalist and the cofounder  of Salon.com, where he served as technology editor, then managing editor,  and is now vice president for new projects. His writing has appeared in the  New York Times, Wired, The San Francisco Examiner, and other publications.     
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Oracle Internals: Tips, Tricks, and Techniques for DBAsAuerbach Publications, 2001
If you are a typical Oracle professional, you don't have the luxury of time  to keep up with new technology and read all the new manuals to understand each  new feature of each release of Oracle. You need a comprehensive source of  information and techniques for using the new technology. You need Oracle  Internals: Tips, Tricks, and...
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Getting Started with UDKPackt Publishing, 2013

	Unreal Development Kit (UDK) is a free but powerful game engine - ideal for hobbyists - and this tutorial is all you need to get started. Includes a walkthrough in building your own tower defense game.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to greybox your level by building basic shapes and reshaping the environment

...
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Statistics and Data with R: An applied approach through examplesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
R, an Open Source software, has become the de facto statistical computing environment. It has an excellent collection of data manipulation and graphics capabilities. It is extensible and comes with a large number of packages that allow statistical analysis at all levels – from simple to advanced – and in numerous fields...
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Game Interface DesignCourse Technology PTR, 2004
The interface is the heart and soul of a video game: it is the integral piece that allows a player to interact with the game. In order to create a great interface, you must carefully plan every detail. "Game Interface Design" helps you outline each step and define the goals for your interface. It covers the interface from the first image...
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Building Hypermedia APIs with HTML5 and NodeO'Reilly, 2011

	This book’s primary focus is on designing hypermedia APIs. That may seem a bit
	strange to some readers. There are many books on programming languages, data storage
	systems, web frameworks, etc. This is not one of those books. Instead, this book
	covers the nature of the messages passed between client and server, and how to improve...
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Web Information Systems and Mining: International Conference, WISM 2011, Taiyuan, ChinaSpringer, 2011

	The 2011 International Conference on Web Information Systems and Mining


	(WISM 2011) was held during September 24–25, 2011 in Taiyuan, China. WISM 2011 received 472 submissions from 20 countries and regions. After rigorous reviews, 112 high-quality papers were selected for publication in the WISM...
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